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:-IIANCE OF -c,ORLD ENDING
EINSTEIN THEOPY

Belfast, Ireland. .- If Eiustein's law of reiFti-,rit,- is correct, there

re chances of the world coming to an end than under the old theories. Pref.

!lorton of Queen's University, Pelfast, has wo:ked out the astronomical conse-

s of the famous scientific?.11y revolutionary Einstein theory and he suspects
he 

tremendous occurrences sometimes observed at distant regions of the heavens

the result of collisions which take place in accordance with the new theory.
Ever since it becamo kw n that the earth is rou;id, and revolved about the sun,the hua)
Ian mind has asked the anxious question, "7:il1 the earth ever fall into theNzi?If
There has also always been the apprehension thrt some visitor would come plung-

froz space and rearrange the present solar systerr. in a fashion which will dim-

and all of his works. Pathematical studies !rade in the past have been re-
but the perennial millennialists are now more justified in predicting doom

they 
Were in the past. Prof. Morton's analysis of the effects. of the Einstein

theory

trotoiterLnereases the scientific interest in the tests that British and American as-

btr. 
's are going to make of the theory at the coming total soIzr eclipse in Septem-
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ording to the now theory if two bodies, a large and a small one, v.-ere present
a instead of always moving in ellipses and never coming in contact, they would
rtain conditions collide, and this would take place even if the sizes of the

reduced until they were mere points. Likevise, similar changes must be
5d where more than two bodies are concerned, as fcr instance our own group of
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and planets, and collisions may take place. The paths along which such col-

ocur are called captured orbits.

the case of the earth the velocity is too great for a captured orbit. If its

velocity were reduced to about 12 meters or 13 meters a second, the earth

ive along a path passing through the center of the sun. This is 1/2500 of the

velocity.

s theory showing that collisions may occur has an important bearing on the

Df new stars, or neva, as they are generally called, which noe and then blaze

the sky. Their cause has always boen a mystery, they occur far too frequent-

explained on the theory of randede collisicns to which they .ould be limited

4er theories. However, they appear in the region of the milky way, a portion

.avens characterized by stars possessing low velocities which according to the

Y v:ould be particularly favorable for producing captured orbits and colli-

d these great explosions of light observed by astronomers as new stars may be

t of such collisions.

It a)
appears that the velocity required to carry a body entirely out of the

sYsten. never to come back is not quite as great as for the old theory. Accoed-41 to 
e 

th_
in old theory an object falling from a very remote distance in space would

ttavei 

the a Parabola, a form of curve which never crosses itself, while according to
theory 

one of the possible paths could cross itself and form a looped shapeiZtzre.

AnOther '.,eculiar orbit possible according to the new theory is a spiral which
inwacircle of rds like a clock spring and approaches as the final form of its patb.1 a

definite radius.

Iket'f,,:z;••.•e 414 or not the Einstein theory of relativity is in course of tilee disproved,
f eli
vre L'o be 'seen. It may be confessed that many astronomers vould greet vith sin-o eft, - Positive evidence that it was all untrue. However, the 1:.ceory has gainedueb

ti ake 7e Piece in present scientific thought, and is being used to reconcile attime the features respecting the movements of heavenly bodies and the vibra-iettici weic)rfathe electrons which go to make up the tiny atoms of matter; and the peculiarconceptions of motion, time, and space may actually represent the universee live.
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ayer contained has been liberated and carried into the sea which as a result

to sixty-six billion riletric tons, chiefly as iodate.

As the sea is throrin into spray in storms, water is carried in the air and driedd „
Lr'e salt is blown over the land. This salt is then brought down by rain and isthe s
c/urce of iodine in drinking water and supplies the soil. The amount of salt

431dly d
ecreases as we go inland.

"Prom the standpoint of water supply it seems that where surface water is drunk

the further we get from the sea either horizontally or vertically the less
91114 be the iodine supply in drinking water," Prof. McClendon says. "In fact,there
()le 

correlation between goiter and the distance from the sea. The Alps, Great

region and Rocky Mountains region are goitrous sections."
Give the children a little powdered kelp, seaweed, or some other iodine contain-

' 14aterial mixed with their food, water or salt, is Dr. McClendon's advice toth,
'se who live in goitrous regions.

th

q‘,

ON FRIDAY
L't1IPNTS GO ITFR

Minneapolis, Minn. Eating sea food on Friday and spending holidays at
the

sea shore help to prevent goiter, Dr. J. F. McClendcn, professor of physiological

cliftistr-Y in the University of Minnesota Medical School, told the western Society of

/41tlira1ist s meeting.

. "The amount of iodine in our diet," he claims, "is of considerable importance in
Preve„ 

"'ing goiter and this has been proved by experiments on animals and children.

e kne':. definitely that all marine animals and plants contain this element and that
11

tez
N.L.
c'
t
lerl of rocks have quickly leached out by 'ai:. and washed in the sea."

these are taken a supply of iodine is obtained.

"Iodine has been foand in the igneous, sedimontary, and metamcrphic rocks andcoal
ln traces, but the icdides being the mast soluble salts derived from the disin-

M(D st of the land surfaces of the earth have weathered a hundred million years

disintegrated to the depth of one and one half mi]es. The store of iodine whichhis 1
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reason that the male blood affects the female and that the female glands do
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illt,Shil'ERY OF STERILE
" HEIFER SOLVED
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1700ds Hole, Mass. Since the days of ancient Greece and Rome, farmers

have been puzzled by the fact that a heifer born twin 17ith a bull is sterile in seven
eases out of eight. Now Dr. Frank R. Lillie, just selected to head the division of
1

1%.' and agriculture of the National Research Council, has traced the free-martim,thie
aPParent freak of nature, to the same kind of calls as are concerned in the re-1)
exPeriments in making old men young again.

Ir the

t 
case of twins in cattle, he explains, the membranes of the developing

-'/'(3s fuse and the blood vessels of the twins run into one anDther. Tiny cells

1 4
ithin the tissue of the male sex gland nan uf a ct e and pour out an infinitely small
1°1411t of substance into the blood of both. This substance called a hormone, fromth

reek word v;hich means to excite, suppresses the normal development of the repro-du
et iv e 0 r g an s

of the unborn female and transforms them partially into the male type,thi
a running together of the blood vessels of the unborn twins fails to take place,

two,

4

%
bstance.

have

ti 
a like effect on the male glands is that the cells which manufacture the se-are 

developed much sooner in the male than in the female. In the male they

ert44

-q. When the embryo is less than three centimeters long and do not appear in the'e Until about the ttlie of birth.
,n
1 cattle may be about two ?er cent of all births in some breeds and the

lexed twins form about half of the total twin births, making the matter of sterile
th4t Produce no milk of economic importance in the dairy industry.

Lillie believes his experiments with twin cattle confirm the belief that
the interstitial cells within the sex glands which secrete the sexually
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NT ISTS TO SAVE COUNTRY%Om
PRINT PAPER SHORTgl.,E
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Washington. With American forests thinning like the hairs on a hec..d

"1E bald and the diminishing timber supply threatening the future of print paper
kcie from wood pulp,

lee to

scientists of the U. S. Department of Agriculture are working to

it that we get our newspapers with our coffee in the morning.

Proai the forest Products laboratory at Madison, Wisconsin, comes Icord of the in--
tellt 

of a new process of de-inking old nev.-spa.pers for re--use and from Utah is re-
Ported

the possibility of using timber heretofore found unfit to make wood pulp.

The de-inking process involves the use of bentonite., a clay-like substance for-Led
INr, a

volcanic ash found in 7yoming. A Minnesota paper tested out this process under

4ksrial conditions, de-inking 1,500 tons of old newspapers, which were then remade
oto

flews print of desired strength and color and accepted by publishers as standard

stock. As 2,2r`.0,200 tons of ne7vsprint paper are consumed annually in -this coun-

tr)% t is pointed out, the new process gives promise of decreasing the demand on the

torest by salvaging much of this waste.

/•-• E. P. Meineke, Department of Agriculture pathologist, from Utah proposes the45 0,,
I quaking aspen of that State in the manufacture of wood pu4. Decay caused by

t(Irest fire wounds has heretofore prevented the raising of aspen trees of merchantable
ze.

elimination of infected trees and control of ferest fires, he believes, that
(11.laking aspen may be used to help meet the growing scarcity of pulpwood.

C1T

AN X IOU S TO GET
"1-1EALTH SURVEY

t. ishingt on. Col:apetjtive bidg have already been re-ed froth twelve cities in the upper Mississippi. e.esire to be the firstthtthe .three representative c it les to be se) ed for (-,n and expel- iment in4 n44 3-,000 comprehensive ch'...]d health sw-vey which h?1,.; oe 5lai.-.guro...4:,e1 by theF71nd an will be carried out the ef the; ..A:nerican Childt1 *tile Associat ion and the Ci'0 ld Health 07ganizat oi 1:r•ov1ca. The nrglniza-ot,e o
have the cconeration of physicians, public health nunces, teachers, andagencies interested in health and child wolf are.T

t-v, lie survey will last for fi7e years and will be conducted in some town of fromtta yuC.
co 25,000 in population and having an infant mortality of approximately 10041/4.10n

live births or greater.
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NEV OF THE ST SLS

cLpurs ON Mr,S

By Isabel M. Lev:is
of U.S. Naval ObservDr.ory

A great white area, brUli71nt and conspicuous, on Mars has been discovered by
Lor.-11 

Observatory at Flagstaff, Arizona, according to their telcgr::.phic reports to
RF,rvard College Observatory. It has appeared over the region of Margaritifer Sinus
c"rering 300,000 square miles of surface in longf.tude 20 degrees, latitude 20 degrees
%Uth.

That this conspicuous white covering over an area nearly twice as great as that
°f t he state of California, or as gre.74t as Texas and Ohio coi:.bined, is in reality anexte,,

"sive canopy of clouds one finds little reason for dothot. This is by no means thefiret
time that experienced observers of Yars have reported the presence of a whitehaze 

or mist more or less completely obliterating temporz.-4rily fEAnili7,r Martian fea-
e

At the opposition of 1920 many observers recorded a noticeable change in the4Pea
l'F.nce of the Syrtis Major, the most conspicuous: and best-knov -n of all the Martiankarkl
'nZs. At times this familiar marking was so obliterated by a white mist that it%to c
't not be recognized. For over two months this region was more or less masked by
White obscuring haze, finally to reappear as before without a vestige of its for-ter
overing remaining. Dr. E. C. Slipher of the Lell Cbserv.-Aory described andtrated with a number of remarkably fine photographs and drawings these noticeable

P'es in the Syrtis Major during the last opposition in Popular AstronoLy for Febru-
kry,

1921, He noted as a significant and notable fact that the disappearance of the
ke covering of the Syrtis Major at thA time was coincid.-3nt lidth the appearance4at seetxd to be cloud and frost about the north polar regions of the planet. That

cloud-like areas appeared in the past to have been most prominent at the timehe
greatest melting of the polar cap in the summer hemisphere, was also noted.

4a far back as October 3, 3.862, Sir Norman Lockyer recorded an obscuration of the
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Other observations of similar obseurations were made by Dr. Percival Lowell at

Ppesitions of 1903) 190.5 and 1909) by Dr. E. C. Sl:ipher i.n 3907, 1909, 1911,

and 1920) by G. H. Hamilton, by Tr. F. Denning, the English astronomer, by Prof.

Pickering repeatedly, Fnd by many independent observers. In spite of this cc-

of evidence one continually meets with astronomers who state that clouds

aever as yet been seen on Mars.
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Though there is the possibility that these extensive white coverings that tem-
kr j,ar

L-LY obliterate many familiar Ms.rtian markings may be deposits of snow or frost
it

very improbable that when the polar ca-ps are rapidly melting or have dwindled
to their smallest extent that frost or snow should form. in dark regions, presumably
ecNereA

with vegetation, in the planet 's tropical regions. Also it has been noted
hat these white areas frequently hang over the disk at .be terminator, even extending

rvhile the surface markings seem to sli2 under them as the planet rotates4

boon noted, moreover, that in some instances canals bordering upon the obscured

8 have become broader and more intense as if recording the effects of an inun-

ana rapid increase of vegetational growth.
All evidence considered, it seems more reasonable to assume that the extensive

'reas tly.et appear at times over the Martian surface are cloud formations due totht

c)st or snow.

"esence of water vapor in the atmosphere of the planet rather than deposits of

441110IIIR
 
STOCKING

TZI) Tj.,s.11

w,
°211ington.

kr
414Y be made in the future with the aid and approval of the experts of the Nationa,_

N ief Standards. This government research labore.tory has told the National As-
thoth 4)11 of Hosiery and Underwear Manufacturers that it can helr in six prcjects:

1444evelopment of a standard form of contract foe the pv.rcliaee of yarns used in
to 1-1faoturo of hosiery; 2. staLlard method for' measuring the sizes of hosiery;rr.te -ctien of mill practice of knitting to actual half sf lee; 4. the developmentst

and testing methods; 5. the standardization of specifications for hosiery
led by the government, and,,(J. the standardisation of nomenclature.

- Girls and men! Your hosiery and under-
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(A (Mat on Science)

GITT US SHOPT NAMES

Py Dr. Edwin E. Slosson

s'3n a mc:.n makes a new invention hic work is not done. He should invent a ne7;
lze 

for it. Here he is apt to fail for, being more of a mechanic than a philclogist,
he tu

rnc over the job to the Greek professor who manufactures one out of old roots.

aPPers that many a handy little pockct toot is handicapped by a name that

hrea times around the tongue. '3ut the people refuse to stand for it.

C'cnsider what a Babel-like botch has been made of the job of naming the new art
Phct

uEraphing action. Rival inventors, rival word-wrights, and rival systerns of
Greek 

tfThisliteration precipitated a war of words in which the chief belligerents

441.togrph, animatoscope, biograph, bioscope, chroncphotography, cineaa, eine-tator.z,
Ph. cincmatoscope, cineograph, cinooscope, electrograph, electroscope, kinema,

Color, 
kinematograph, kinematoscope, kineograph, kineosrope, kinetescope, motion

racving pictures, photo plays, tachyscope, veriscope, vitagraph, vitascope,4ctotro .o

BLit

t

If

4°07.Yrograph, zoogyroscope, and zoopray:iscope.

the people - they call it "the movies". It is not a great name, but it is

17111 some at least of those listed above.

insteF,d of tryinc; to load the new machine T -ith a name implying that it had
irivo

la.t4a 'n'ed in Athens or Rome, its godfathers had given it a respectable convenient

or two syllables like "kodrA", "volt", "velox", or "viscose" much of this

b4re4 0 r'47.ht have been saved. Think how many millions of dollars, years of tiiLe,

441 ink and cubic miles of hot air would have been saved if "electricity" had

tIcA d in one syllable instead of five. We might even now cut it down to "el"th

to bY Popular vote the six syllables of "elevated railroad" has been reducedt th,
° a — hand), term..azgy Sc, too, the people have found a way to reduce "radiotelephony"hie The4e mouthful, "rdio".

'led by 
it is that if the father of a new invention does not want to have

bY a nickname let hr give it a short and snappy name on the start.
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OXICO'S OLDEST TREE
S}107:IIZ AGE
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Mexico City, Mex.ico 's largest tree, the venerable cypress in the churc

hrci t Tule, which foresters say was standing 1,000 years before Columbus discovered

kerice, is beginning to shor: the weight of years.

The gient tree is a Taxodiure distichum and its Aztec name is ahuehuetl. It vas

well grove 400 years ago that it sheltered. under its generous spread of branches

" rtez and his followers on their ill-fated expedition to Honduras, and was at

tiLe a source of astonishment to those hardy and hardened conquistadores.

TodaY it is about 160 feet high and four feet from the ground • its trunk is 160
feet i„

circumference. Its branches have a spread of 140 feet.

nec2ntly the great trunk has shown sign of splitting. Reports from the state of04ziata

' to which eany tourists have gone. in years past for a sight of the"great tree

"1111e"J are that age is at last putting its mark on this represent:A ive of the
forest 

f:?.mily conmercial luilLber interests have exploited as lithe wood eternal."

size it resembles the great Banyan (Ficus Indica) in the botanical garden at
41cutta and

the Chestnut Tree of 100 Horses, said to be the largest tree in the
at 

the foot of Mt. Etna.

Baron von Humboldt was so impressed by the gigantic prop:rtions of this great. soin

' vjhich he considered a worthy rival of the huge baobab (Adansonia digitata) of
Africa, believed to be the oldest organic monument n the globe, that he inscribedhta

tia4e on the trunk, an inscription now nearly overgrown by the bark.

c,.,'1uSH STARTS
-411\1ATAN ILDS

"Gold Gold! Gold! . Gold ' .
• Bright and yellow

The . Hard and cold."
g41nt is in the old prospector's eyes which presages another rush to staket'c)rhti.11 northern Ontario. Since January 1, nearly 1,500 gold claims have been re-thi:kt th Ar-d this in spite of the fact that the Ontario Department of Mines doubts

t tietere will be found any placer gold, the prospector's dream. The district ishe - ed aora, nck placer laines do not occur in such regions. Ontario, it is urged, is
iltPortant country in the world whose gold production has increased in the lac'hA Yee,„

The Hollinger mine at Porcupine is said to be world's greatest gold mine:t e p •

Ye 16,000,00C in dividends and produced tat1800,00,0 in gold within the last •kt
In the single year of 1921 1.0,000,000 of the yellow metal was producedprof it of over •'4,000,000.
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Urbana, Iii. ith th advcnt of the wide-spread use of radio, we are
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gradu,,,_
"13r approaching the state of living by our ears instead of our eyes. We want

"iet when 7:e listen over our radio sets. Prof. F. R. Watson of the Engineering

xPerianent Station of the University of Illinois here has made an exhaustive study of

6/341ciproofing and is able to give advice on the best methods of sound insulation that
call be

PPlied to the rooms in which the receiving set is placed.

"The ventilation system and other air passages such as doors and windows are
kost _

LiPortant in the transmission of sound," says Prof. V:atson. "Cases of efficient
soutd ,11

>ulations either omit the ventilation entirely or else guard it in special
iv4Ys, 

Next in importance come the walls, floors and ceilinzs. These should be as
rlgid as

Possible with pipes and conduits placed in outstde or corridor walls where
4 

of sound will not be so objectionable."

A --
bwrption of sound is an essential feature in souniproofing. This absorption

'ecoir,plishad by the introduction of compressible, porous materials like carpets,hooy 
curtains and hairfelt which convert the sound energy into heat by friction in

the P°rous channels. Reflecting sound and scattering it still leaves it with noise
ir,P* energy.

t?hen 
soundproofing a building, all details should be considered with respectto

the

kkie

it
from s

tin
Wdp
ti.It

41t.
through the solid structure of the partition, or, by setting the partition

11, it may originate sound waves on the further side.5O P1 outside of music studios and other rooms where diAurbing sounds are pro-1, and th:_, se in hospitals, hotels, and office buildings, as roll as radio fans,4 verlefit by Prof. Watson's investigations. Architects and engineers are furnish-qlfortat ion that they have lacked in the past.

kelihood of transmission of sound. Each room, as far as possible, should be

nsulpsted unit by means of air spaces or air-filled materials that separate

urrounding walls.

d may be transmitted from one side of a partition to the other in three

may progress through continuous air passages, it may pass as an elastic
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COMMITTEE ADVISES
OVER ME "1:ZOADCASTING
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Viashington, - Ten government departments have appointed representativeL

°n an 
advisory committee on governmental radio broadcasting formed at the request of

Secretary Hoover to make recommendations on the distribution of government informa-
t io

n by redio. A preliminary classification ofthe kind of informat icn that should

be broL%acasted from various stations is being made. The committee will meet at fre-

t 
intervals to consider the questions that arise through the progress of radio.

Dr, s.
Stratton, director of the Bureau of Standards, is chairman.

TO 
ENLIST NATLTRE
INSECT 17AR

Albany, N.Y. Holding out hope of victory in the great war being waged

4ainst insect pests, Dr. E. P. Felt, State Entomologist, points out that it is not

licc"rY to kill the last insect in order to exterminate the species, but that

114tttr5 
Will help when the percentage

4or 
the'surviving pests.

The gip __
e'Y moth and the boll weevil may go th's-d• same route taken ty the buffalo,

the wild pigeon, the great auk and other forms once abundant but now past or passir.g.
he

elz̀ inis , Very efficient control can be obtained by simply reducing the numbers of

PeetS to such an extent that those remaining will be unable to overcome the

tlattirei 
resistence of the plant It has been shorn that in the case of the tsetse

tlY that it
i$ only necessary to reduce the infestation of this pest to moderate

it

is so reduced that conditions of life are change

s in order to secure a high degree of freedom from the deadly sleeping sickness.

The ter° fact that a species occur in immense numbers does not make exterrina-

imPessible, Systemat ic, well-organized attacks may reduce the pests to such

extent that the operetion of natural causes will complete the extermination.
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ricans. Polish and Austrian Jews showed the next highest percentage of

lent teeth, while English, German, Danish, Norwegian, and Swedish subjects sh07.ed

feeble resistance to decay. The Irish had the worst teeth of all.

rhiEl, it is claimed, may throw some lie-lit on the fact that the native American

69

'c INTO RICIAL PROBLYIFIN STUDY OF UNSOUND TEETH
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Cold Spring Harbor, N.Y. - Do poor teeth run in races? According to a

rt made by Dr. A. W. Schoenleber of the Medical Department of the Standard Oil

lnY tc the Eugenic Research Association there is a racial difference in resistance

41tal decay as shown by an examination of 2,758 men of various nationalities.

The gleaming vtiteness of the negro 's teeth is not just contrast with his black

those figures show, as the, greatest proportion of perfect teeth was found among

eXcei

kuth
S 
`compare so unfavorably in dental equipment 7.,ith those of immigrants to this

c Y. rs' 
°141t 

• The earlier native American is largely cf Nordic stock while the recent

which they have been compared come mostly from Italy, Albania, Jugo-4?0,,i.

Sicily, Austria, and Lithuania. This difference has formerly been attributed

to greater amoLvit of sv:ects and soft food in the American diet, but it seeh.skre ,

41kelY that race is responsible for it.

QTALLrAr ADOPIGIrEs
Y EXTINCT

YdneY, Australia. It has always been supposed that the last fun-
d
zember of the Aboriginal race of Tasinia, the one distinct species of man

ILls become completely extinct in modern ties, was Trucannini, who died at

' Tasmania, in 1876, at the age of 73.
Ro
'cent inquiries, however, shov: that Trucannini was not the last of her race.

8 d ,
'qinction belongs to !rs. ';eymour, who died at a great age at Hog Bay, Kanga-Poo 4]

,
1 4, t.

Lend South Australia, in 1909, or 33 years later then Trucannini. Mrs. Seymour

Of several Tasmanian women wbo were as girls either bought or stolen from theirbY t1-„e ,-hite sealers, and taken .to Kangaroo Island over 80 years ago.
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TR k77TANT/F, OF BrING YOUNG

It is ams..zing to the ordinary father to hear his knickerbockered boy speak
4"11

ar
1
Y of "statics" and "electron streams" and "inductance" and "360 meter waves".

And whorl he

stre.
liele things but use them.

comes to quiz his son, he finds that. the boy can not only talk about these

surprise is the same as when an American goes to France and hears the little

children talking French and common laborers using the metric system. He got his

ifncT1':'ciFo of the French language and of the metric system - what he has of it - byhard
Ile'rk and much worry in school. thenever he wants to say anything in French he

thin1Q it out first in English and then picks out the corresponding French words,

g448E'S t-tt their gender, arranges them in the foreign order, and sets his speech or-

tall ? so as to approximate their pronunciation. Thenevcr he wants to put anything

int° kilogr;,-Ls he has to think of it in tons and then multiply by 907.18.

13ut as th,-; French children come nytturally into a heritage of French idioms and
)4etric 

rrieasures so our
hal7e '74 chance at them directly

daYs of ignorance4

thlrl the old

41.1 generation is bc.)rn free and has a right to get its ecience in the latest and

11411151e" forms, unencumbered by th3 errors of thc past.
AltRif`12I

42T`'.:! TO !SET
-4211-4A!‘ CAPITAL

421lington.
Doli:.whir.'n deals 

with

A '61%1 and economic 

children

The

take naturally to the new ideas of science, if they

without being put through the cruder conceptions of

idea of an electron stream is much easier to grasp

fluid theory of electricity that our elders

tt141t 20 to 30. Dr.4tion

The

were brovght up on.

Internat ional Society of American-
all scientific questions relatiLg to man except those of a
nature, will hold its trtenti th session at 1-;,:io de Janeiro from
Ales Hrdlicka and Dr. Walter rough of ttic

appointed by Secretary of St;-.te F:-..The.s to represent the United
zlt the ic,eeting, will leave shortly for the 13ri::,..i.17;_an c,;:rital. The great South

.).111..rePublic was selected by the Society for thip year's con7ention in recogni-
he services of its delegatc..s at the nineteenth session of the organization

"-48 .held in Vashingten in 11j
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kNT. THAT

Thera are now no trees on Spitzbergen,yet fossils in the rocks show thatarci forests of oak, beech, and other vvoodiand t:ees once grew on this Arctic-Palago.

wate

oze

exten-

Soen 100,000 horsepower will be developed in the hydro-ele-Aric plants using ther from the Great Lake in Tasmania.

_An Italian aeroplane factory is said to be designing two planes for the Danishr!Irnent which will have from two to four engines and be provided vith ice runneisIleats for a Polar expedition.

Ute Indian medicine men use cheerful music in the treatment of sickness.

"3 INT', THAT -

4100hol made from molasses is used for motor fuel in Cuba.

typhoid fever epidemic in Roumania was trc.ced to ice in which the germs had" eight months before.

tiot 4r.'t Everest, the world's highrst mountain, the summit of which a British expedi-ctet erl,°eently tried to reach, was named after Sir George Everest Tlio in 1841 first"Ined its altitude.

ft 5,o0o elk of the Yellowstone Park region constitute the only large game herdsn the United States.

yot

111077 THAT -

001

T
"ted
"ate

4 `tk

here i s probably more living matter in the sea than in all the rest of the world.

la ns are being made to construct a six mile railroad tunnel under James Peakorci,•do.

he
1, dead beat escapement and the mercurial pendulum, still used today, were in-George Graham early in the 19th century and marked the beginning of ac-"xtekeeping in clocks.

_

11 30000 is available for r,overrmental research and production of helium, thegas, during this year.

111111111..-___
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Do T k07: THAT

p, Carbon black made from natural gas is used in the manufacture of talking machine'ecerds,

Mosquitos are very abundant in Alaska during June and July.

Ice cream may temporarily cool the throat, but it produces heat in the body.

quartThe Republic of Columbia is organizing a national weather service with head-
ers at the observatory of Dageta,

DO 
YOU KNOW THAT -

192 " e lye new stars, visible to the naked eye, were discovered between 1848 andciairp,i_while none had been discovered during the previous 152 years; owing, it isto the lack of capable observers.

the t4arluts unknown in Senegal a few years ago now fora: more than 50 per cent of:11 exp..,rts from that part c f Africa.

perai. refinery has been opened in England to refine the crude oil brought from'n fields 6,000 miles away.

1-14111an blood contains- Water,

KNOr THAT -

tiEldAlthough no coffee has been planted in Haiti in 120 years, the wild, needy8W11J. probably produce 60,000,000 pounds of coffee this year.

the same salts in similar proporti„ns as are found in

ri-?srd n-on is now largely dependent upon the motor vehicle for her supply of market
Produce.

tri The
th early lirhthouses were lighted with open fires and tallow candles were usede

dYstone Light for more than a ired years.

'rhe hnci 
ti 

ais s ancestors were land animals and the whale still has vestiges ofgs.
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11"E CHANGE OF WORLD ENDING UNDER EINSTEIN THEORY, page 1.

Harrow, Benjamin, From Newton to Einstein, chancing conceptions of the14nlverse. N. Y. D, Van Nerltrar.,1 Co. 920. ed. 2. Edwin Eikery. Easyes3ons in Einstein; a dIsct,.on of the more jntn114.gi.ole features of the theory°I 
relativity. Bibl, p. N. Y. Harcourt 13:•ace 6,-,11-owe, 1920.

FISH ON FRIDAY PREVENTS GOITER, page 3.

;za .Clark, Taliaferro. Endemic goiter: its possible relationship to water supply

ij
los
,"
hington Gov't. Print. Off. 1021 Helalth ro.po.,-ts v. 20, no. 116. Apr. 17,. Rev. ed. May l21). 1„, Present day pourees of comnen salt140,dr:e1ati0n to health aid esper....e.ay to iodin scai.city and goiter. Jour. of Am.Assn. 78:18-21 . Jan. 7,. 1922,

SCIENTISTS TO SAVE COUNTRY YROM PRINT PAPER SHORTAGE, page 5.
of 1,1 ske11, W. E. News print, the origin of paper making and the manufacturing"S Print, N. Y. Inter.Co., S. Fedo4i Trade Commission,on the news print par or indust Print. OIf 1917.seri', Clarence J. Beading 1I on paper making N. Y.no. 6... Arthur D. Little). Also pub. in Paper Trade Journal 190-21.

-- ON MARS, page 6.

pi Hamilton, G. H. Martian polar rifts. Sci. Monthly 14: 579-81.-e4ering., H. Report on Mars. Pop. Astron, 30:21-7. Jan. 1922. 
June 1922.

Olvt
us SHORT NAMES, page 8.

International scientific nomenclature. Nature 101:108-9, Apr. 11, 1(318.Togrier, Leopold. Names and their meaning, a book for the curious. London,Pisher Iinwin, 1893.
4EXTr,

°/S OLDEST TREE SHOWING AGE, page 9.

Er, 
Worif,
'

Dixon, Royal and Fitch, F. E. The h.!tran side of trees, wonders of the tree
uest, li

Chap, Xl, Historic trees. N. Y. Frerte,ricic A. stokes, :1_(:LL''. ;ilson,. The romance of our trees. N. Y. Doubleday Page & Co. 1920.

FP.Aq2,737-q OF. SCIENCE

shT1.1° biggest animals in the world are found in the Pacific; and that seems as17oria,Quid be and entirely proper, for is net tl.e Paci 4'ic the b7i.,gefet, 000an in theJust how many kinds of whales and other marine mairr_ia3.11, there aro in thefor .1° we really do not know; and that is highly loproper, not to say disgraceful,1;h e eurely ought to know.— Dr. Barton V.Tarnon Evermann, Director, Museum Califor—'ea*derLY of Sciences.


